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In this paper we show that it is always possibk to reduce errors for some forms 
of inductive Inference by increasing the numller of machines involved in the 
inference process. Moreover, we obtain precise bounds for the number of machines 
required to reduce any given number of errors. The type of inference we consider 
here was originally defined by Barzdin [l] (called GN” inference 1, and later 
independently by Case [2] (called BC inference) who expanded th,- definition to 
inciude the inference of programs which are allowed a finite numhcr of errors 
(called BC’” inference). This latter type of inference has been studied extensively 
by Case and Smith [2,4]. We use here the definitions and notations from Case and 
Smith. 
We say that an inductive inference machine M BC”’ idcrztific~ ;1 total function f 
(written f~ BC”‘(MH if and only if when M is successively fed the graph of f’ as 
input it outputs over time a sequence of programs po, pI, . . . , such that NXi ) 
M,l, = “’ f], where g =“I /z means that g and Cz disagree at at most HZ places. Thus, 
when M is presented a function f it is permitted to change its mind infinitely often 
so long as eventually each 0;’ its conjectures contain at most oz errors. Moreover, 
if for some integer k s m at most finitely many of the programs p, in the above 
sequence have more than k ‘errors of commission’ (i.e., an error at a location .Y 
such that &,(x) is defined and unequal to f(_x )I, then we write f E BC”*‘k (M 1. We 
will assume without loss of generality that the machine M :Is always presented with 
fmite initial segments of the graph of f. We define the following classes, 
BC’” = {S (ElM,[S G BC”‘(M)]], 
BC”’ k = {S [ EIM $5 c BC”’ ’ c&Z I]}, 
BC”‘(Ml, Ml,, . . . , M,,) = u BC’%Z,!, 
I=1 
c-(/l, BC”’ ) = {S 1 UM,, My. . . . , M,, ,[S c BC”‘M, MS . . . , nn,, )I). 
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Thus, a class of functions S belongs to C(rz, BC”‘) if and only if there are n inductive 
inference machines Lk&, M2, . . . , AI,, such that for each f~ S at least one of 
M1,..., M,, E BC”’ identifies fi 
WC now introduce notation which will be used throughout the paper. If T is a 
finite set, then #T denotes the cardinality of T. If f and g are functions, then 
g(-\’ ) J # f(x) means that g(x) is defined and unequal to f(x), and f G g means that 
f is a subfunction of g, i.e., (VX E d<rmf)[g(x) =f(x)]. We assume that & is the 
everywhere undefined function, and Gi denotes the computational complexity of 
Cc,. We will always use u and 7 to denote finite functions whose domains consist 
of an initial segment of the natural numbers. We use fix to denote to restriction 
of the function f to the set of integers s x. The expression (3,kx ) stands for “there 
exist more than k integers x”. If P is a finite function and V is a finite set of 
ordcrcd pairs of integers, then ~0 V is the finite function which agrees with CF 
cxccpt at s E dom V. 
o-’ VQ) = 
L’, if LX, c 1 E V, 
dy ), otherwise. 
From Smith [41 one easily obtaki-4; the following. 
Thus it is not possible to trade errors for machines. WC show now that it is always 
possible to trade machines for errors. 
Prorbf. Clearly HC’ E BC”’ k. Given an inductive inference machine it1 we construct 
:mothcr machine M such that BC”’ ’ (M) c BC” M’I as follows. Given an input (;r 
with domain (s f .Y - _ i) we let p, = M(cr lj, for all j c-- i, and define 
Pi -(p,;j-.r i ;ind #{_Y --ii@,,,(s)--i and~,,,i.~)#cr(x)}I- k}. 
It i\ understood that the j chosen above is the first one discovered to satisfy (i) and 
a ii! Suppose f E BC”’ ’ (A4 ) and let p, = AA f j i ) and q, - M’( f’j i 1. Let 11 he the smallest 
integer T- k such that /‘E BC”’ ” MI, so that there are infinitely many y, which make 
II errors of commission but only finitely many which make II + 1 -errors of com- 
mission. We show that f E BC”(hl’). Let p,. be the first program such that di,,_ -.“I f 
NKI 17,. makes exactly II errors of commission. 
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Before we proceed wi;h the details of the proof, we describe the ideas behind 
the construction. First of all, M’ weeds out (eventually all) those programs produced 
by M which have made more than k errors of commission by constrccting the set 
of programs Pi, which program qi will run in parallel. Next, M’ provides qi with a 
table to compute those values of f which A4’ has seen so far. This has the effect 
of covering both the errors of commission of the finitely many programs which 
make more than u such errors, and also all the errors of the program yj, E Pi, In 
principle, qi could correctly compute f (assuming i was sufficiently large) using ‘oil, 
but it cannot distinguish pi* from the other programs in Pi (in this connection it is 
important to observe that u depends on f and hence cannot be built into qi by M’). 
Because qi cannot distinguish pi+, and not all programs in Pi are total, and the 
relative computation times of these programs may fluctuate greatly, the problem 
now arises that two programs each of which makes at most u errors of cornmission 
may be alternatingly selected in such a way that qi could make more than II errors 
of ccmmission. However, in such a scenario the disagreements between these two 
progrzns can be exploited to provide a solution. Given an input s > i in considering 
any program pi E Pi for selection by qi there are three sets which are to be considered: 
U = (19 s i 1 q$,, (y ) J # f( y 1); this is the set of confirmed errors of commission by 
p, and corrected by table lookup, 
- V = {n 1 i < v < _Y and c#+( v ) f q&, (y )}; this is the set of possible previous errors 
for ql and/or ii, i.e., each )’ ; V is an error for either q1 or p, or both, 
- U’={y;i<~ S.X and ~,(~)=~,,,(~)#f(~)}; this is the set of errors for both p, 
and qi which are not apparent to 4;. 
The desideratum for selecting pi can now be expressed as rkc U 2 # V. The rationale 
for this strategy is that in the worse case where every jq E V is an error for 9, 
program p, can contribute at most II - #U additional errors and so by choosing 
such a program ql \F ill make at most # V + II - #U .-:I I errors. Because of the 
existence of the set IV, however, it does not suffice to merely stipulate that # C’ _-* II. 
Finally, we observe that for sufficiently large i in considering the program p,+ for 
selection we have # W = 0, #U = 14, and # V is the number of previous errors 
made by qi. 
Now let i & be so large that 
(1 ) cd1 errors of pi, occur before i, i.e., for all s 3 i &,.(x ) = f’Lx 1, 
(2 ) i q’ and pi& Pi for all the finitely many programs pi which make more than k 
errors of commission, and 
(3) all the errors of the finitely many programs which make more than ~1 ibut 
- k 1 errors of commission occur before i. 
We prove by induction that q&, =” fi Clearly &, ! i = I* f i, so suppose &,, 1 x - 1 
XX “/‘/s-l. From (1) we see that p,+EPi and #{yiilcj,,*(~)~#.f(y)}=11 and 
d,,,$=f(y) for all t’>i so that #{yii<y <x and~,*(y!f~~,(!I)}~u. Therefore- 
& satisfies (i) and (ii) in the definition of &, (x) so that q&, (s )J. If dr,,, (X ) = fk ) then 
clearly & IS =“fj.~. Suppose however that some j other than $ was selected, i.e., 
&,,(s j = &JY) ff(_~ ), where j satisfies (i) and (ii). Now any erm-s made by y, must 
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occur after i and by (2) and (3) pi makes at most LI errors of commission so that 
where the sets U, V, and W are as defined above. 
Therefore &, fx -14fj~ and f~ FC”(A4’) c BC?(M’). Cl 
Proof. Suppose f E BC”‘(M) - BCzzk (AI) and let pi = M( f 1 i). Define P = {pi [pi 
makes k + 1 errors of commission}. Then P is infinite and since errors of commission 
are effectively discoverable given a sufficiently large portion of f, an inductive 
infercncc machine can effectively construct a sequence of programs {qi) such that 
4, 6: P. Wc then define a machine !M’ by A&( f 1 i) = Gi, where $i consists of 4, and a 
table which corrects the k + 1 errors of commission discovered for [ii* Since \V‘i) 
$&,, =“‘f], we have ttl”i)[&,, =‘n-rktl’ f] and f E BC’“-‘k”‘(M’). III 
Rv ~t~cccssivc~y applying Lemma ‘i we can decompose BC”’ as follows: 
whcrc r is th c’ largest integer sue 1 that HI --r x tk + 1 I 2 0 or equivalently r = 
1 m A k -c 1 t J . Then using Theorem 2 each of the r + 1 = [(HZ + l)/(k + 111 terms can 
he covcrcd bv one BC’ machine. Tb erefore, we have 
Wc remark that the expression [(IFI + 1 r;(k + 1 )I is more suggestive than 1 + 
1 lFZ;‘& ?- 111, since the original class BC”’ represents HI + 1 possibilities for the 
number of pcrsistcnt errors BC”’ “, . . . , EC”’ “I, and each BC’ machine in the 
d&ct)mposition accounts for k -t 1 of these possibilities. 
W’S now show that the upper bound of 11 k ( [(~Fz + 1 )/(k + I)]) of Them-m 5 is 
~iw kmt uppt‘r hound. WC define for 0 -. k s 11 + 1 the sets of integers 
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Proof. To see that Sz’ E C(n, BC”‘) we define n machines ~ML. for I z~* k s n as 
follows: 
k&(o)=u(max{_r Edom+ ENE+*}l. 0 
Theorem 7. For 0 4 k < m if I <n X ( [(m + l)/ :k + I)] ) then SLY@ C(l, BC“ 1. 
Proof. Let r = [(m + l)/(k + l)] and let N = n x r. We now give a construction 
which will produce for any set of N - 1 machines I&, . . . , A&_, a total recursive 
function f E S,:’ such that f& BCk(Ml, . . . , MN _ l). Let To = {MI, . . . , MN 1}. The 
construction is an elaboration of the construction given by Case and Smith in [2] 
to show that BC”’ c BC”‘? We construct a main process which can create subpro- 
cesses (which in turn can create their own subprocesses, etc.), and it is the goal of 
these subprocesses to extend the finite portion of f thus far constructed in such a 
way that a certain number of the machines will make an error. The maximum depth 
of nesting of processes will be N, and each process will occur at some level of 
nesting from level 1 (the deepest) to levc:l N. The main process is thz only level IV 
process and there may be infinitely many processes created at all other levels. Each 
process which is created will be a program for some (partial) recursive function so 
that in effect we are creating a set of functions each of which (if total) belongs to 
S::’ and one of which fools the machines A4,, . . . , A& + However, st any given 
moment only one process at each level can be active. A process is initially 
everywhere undefi::ed until it is created, and it remains active from the time it is 
created until it returns to its parent process, from which point onward it duplicates 
the actions of its parent process. Moreover, when a parent process creates a child 
process it waits until that child process has returned, so that there is no concurrent 
execution of the active processes. The success of this construction lies in the fact 
that there are N alternative ways of extending any finite segment of f (one for 
each active process) and only N -- 1 machines which must be fooled. We denote 
the main process by PN and for any 16 i <N, Pi.17 pi.23 . . . will denote the sequence 
of level i processes which are creclted during the construction. Also, &,,., will denote 
the function defined by process pi,s, and at any point in the construction &,., will 
denote the finite segment of 4P,., thus far defined. We use pi,+! to denote the currently 
active level i process. The construction is so designed that if 4P,,s is total and &,, ,,, 
is any level i - 1 process created by it, then &, ,.r zk ’ ’ &,_. (See the lnes 1 and 
12 below and observe that # V = k + 1.) Moreover, these k + 1 differences between 
45 PI 1.1 and ht., can occur only at integers x E N;; +I. For all x E NY +‘, 1 s J’ s n, every 
process p ,.., will have #P,,, (X ) = p(i 1 ),<r + 1.~~ if Q!+,,(X) is defined. Thus every total 
recursive function resulting from one of these processes has built into its graph all 
the programs p1.3 pr +l.3 . . . , pItI hrr+~,-. Because of this and because functions 
created at adjacent levels can differ by at most k + 1 values, for every such recursive 
function f there will exist some i, 1 G i s n, such that 4frX, =(r-1)xtk41) f for all 
s E ,I’+‘. But r= [(nr+l)/(k+l)] =l-[m/(k+l)] and (r-l)X(k+l)~n, so 
&,,, =“f for all s E NY+*, and f ES:. The goal of any level i process is to find ar, 
v 
extension of the finite segment of the parent process’s function thus far defined, 
which will cause i of the N - 1 machines to make an error. When this goal is 
achieved it returns to its parent process with the set of i machines which have been 
fooled and the extension which fools them. 
The diagonalization technique used in the construction can be explained as 
follows: To construct a function f which fools a BCk-type machine 11-1 it sufices 
to find a CT of and k + 1 integers xi E IV;;*’ for 1 ~j d k + 1 such that 4Mlo,(.QJ 
and xi& dom er, because then we a;an define an extension CT’ of u by a’= 
(I‘u(x,, 1 --qSMtrr,(xi))ljsk}. ‘If cr’cf then we say that f (+)foalsM. If f (+)fools 
M infinitely many times then clearly f & BCk (M). However, it may be the case that 
for all but finitely many u ri ,qnd for all but finitely s E N(;+’ that 4&$&~)j’. In 
this case we have also that fti BCk M), since M when fed the graph of f only infers 
programs which have finite domains. In this case we say that f (-1 fads iW. The level 
i process pt.\ for 1 < i <IV once it is created sets about its task of fooling i machines 
by repeatedly spawning level i - 1 processes to fool i - 1 of the machines (see lines 
2-8~. After each child process returns, it checks to see 
t 1) if the total number of different Eachines fooled thus far is at leasi i, c)r 
(2) if there is a way to directly (+)fool one additional (to the i - 1 so far fooled) 
machine. 
7 hus when /I,_, returns co its parent process p, +l,r the following holds: 
I 3 I either two different level i - 1 processes have returned to pi,\ with different 
sets of i - 1 machines which have been (+)fooled, so that at least i machines have 
been I + )fooled already by these level i - 1 processes. In this case, since the fooling 
values arc simply passed upward by pl,\ when it returns, d,,,_ = c#+, , ,., (see lines 3-f 
and 91: 
(2 I or p,., has discovered 2 way to (+)fool one additional machine. In this case, 
1 processes which have returned to p,., have !+ jfooled the same set of 
i - I machines. Atso, this J- Eooling may requil e values (which &, . ,., will use) 
different from those returned by the level i - 1 child processes (which &_ will ;.l.se). 
Hcncc cb,,,.. =’ + ’ &,, ~ ,,, (set lines 7-8, and 10-12). 
We also point out that +, ,,(.I- ) = d, ,,., (_I- ) for all .Y e iV;l ’ ‘. 
We give now the formal description of these processes. In the follc ving 
meateli: CT I is a system call which creates the next level i process pI. ) whose function 
05,~ is ir+tializcd to CT; returnb, 77 is a system call which returns the current process 
to its parent with the finite segment u and the set of machines T; returns(i: U, T) 
is a predicate which states that the current level i process has returned with (7 and 
T. When a process returns to its parent process it wakes up that parent which has 
~CCII waiting for its child to return. 
.Ililill plWCt’SS p,y : 
repeat forever ( 
create (A’ - 1 ; &,,, ) : 
when returns tN - 1; O, T I c&rx t (T ; 
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Level 1 process p~,~: (after create ( I ; a)) 
GP,., +g; 
s +{a); 
y+max{rIz~domu}; 
repeat { 
ycy+l; 
j + remainder upon division of )’ by 12 c 1; 
ifj=O, 
otherwise; 
} until{(37ES)(3METo)(3xt,...,xb+~~~)(Vj--k+l) 
[xi EN;;” and xi& dom r and @AV~,,I(_xi) s y] 
(1) 
Level i process pi.5 ( 14 i < NJ: (af?er create ii : 0 )I 
(6 I%rtu; 
csr&te (i - 1; (7); 
repeat { 
create (i - 1 ; &, ); 
when returns (i - 1; d, T’) ( 
1 until ( 
either # T>i or { 
(3rES)(3iMETo -T)(3,~l,...,.uk,t~~S)(tlj~~k+1) 
(6) 
(7) 
- if # T ‘;== i return (&,.,. T); 
else { 
for j 5: k + 2 do z.!, c- 1 -q5~,,r,(x& 
k’+-((xi, l’r)(j’k + 1); 
return (&,,., 0 V, T u {M} ); 
l 
We illustrate the correctness of the construction by considering the case wiiere 
FI = 2, 111 - 2, k = 1 and l = 3. Tn this case there are 4 levels of processes, with p3 
s #S] (8) 
(9) 
t lo, 
(11) 
(12) 
being the main process, and pl,‘? being defined while it is active by 
dP, ,(v) = . - 
i 
0, if y E N:, 
~1.5 if Y E N?, 
P3,?, if y E Nit. 
We consider the following four cases: 
Case 1: Qp4 is total. Let f = q&. Since the domain of &,4 is extended only when 
some level 3 process returns to ~4, there must be infinitely many level 3 processes 
which are created by p4 and which return to it. By the observation above it is clear 
that either &q., -7 #, or q!&, -= ’ & for each level 3 process ~3,~ created by p.+ 
Therefore, since q$&) :=: p3,? for all x E Ni, f~ Sz. Furthermore, since e?ch time a 
level 3 process returns to p4 a way of c-t-Ifooling all three machines h?s been 
discovered, we see that all three machines. are (+)fooled infinitely often by f and 
pa BC’M,, M,, k&J. 
Case 2: &4 is not total (so only finitely many level 3 processes are created) and 
the last level 3 process ,,P~.~ is total. Let f = q5P3,r. Then as above there must exist 
infinitely many level 2 processes created by p3,r which return to it. Since 
4q, (x ) = p3.,! for all x E Ni and since ~3,~ is the last level 3 process created (so that 
PJJ = p3.,, from some poi$ on), we see that f~ Si. Since ~3,~ never returns to pd and 
since infinitely many level 2 processes return to p3,r, it follows that each returning 
level 2 process (+)fools the saw fwo machines. Furthermore, since the attempt 
by psqqr to (+-)fool the third machine is unsuccessful, we see that the third machine 
is t -)fooled by fi Thus, in this case two of the machines are (+)fooled by f and the 
third is ( -)fooled by f so that f& BC’(i& Mz, k&j. 
Cusc 3: q&, is not total (so that there are only finitely many level 2 processes 
created) and the last level 2 process ~2,~ is total. Let f = q&,. As in Case 1 above 
we see that there are infinitely rnz ny level 1 processes which return to ps and that 
for each such process ~1,~ either &,., = q&. or dl,l.r =’ q!+,,. Also, since q!+,~(.r) = ~1,~) 
f\)r s E N; we see that f~ S$. As in Case 2 above we see that each of these level 
1 process (+lfools the same machine, and the attempt by p2,s to (+)fool one of the 
other two machines is unsuccessfcl so that it u--)fools the two other machines. Thus 
in this case we see that one machine is (+)fooled by f and the other two are 
(-jfooled by f so that f& QC’(MI. M, A&). 
Case 4: dP_., is no: total. Let f = f#+,.,, where pl,r is the last level 1 process created. 
In this case WC see that f~ S$, since &,,.,(s) = pl,[ for all but finitely many x EN;. 
Also, since pi St never returns to p~,~, f’ (4fools all three machines and so 
I‘& K’ihl,, Mz, IMX). 
From this illustration we see that the general proof proceeds as follows: If &, 
is total, then 1e.t f = q&,. Since there must be infinitely many level N - 1 processes 
which return to p,v, all N - 1 of the machines are (+)fooled by .+F infinitely &en. 
Therefore, f’& BCk Ml, . . .,M~-l). Since for all XEN:: -’ f(x) =p,,l_l,xrtl,a! and 
,V = tt x r we see that ~5~~~ ) = ‘r ‘N’ +‘) f for all such s, so f E S::‘. If &,N is not total, 
then let i bc the largest such that only finitely many level j pro(:esses are created 
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and the last level j process pj,s created is total (every level 1 process is total), and 
let f = &i.s. In this case, since infinitely many level j - 1 processes return to pi,s (for 
j > l), we see that the same j - 1 machines are (+)fooled by f infinitely often. Also, 
since pi,s does not return to its parent process, we see that the remaining N -j 
machines are (-)fooled by J Again by earlier remarks we see tha’t f~ Sr. 
We point out that we have implicitly used in this proof a strong form of the 
recursion theorem (see Case [3]), in which it is possible to define infinitely many 
programs each of which has complete descriptive information about all of the 
programs. 0 
Combining the preceding theorems we obtain the following characterization of 
the trade-offs between errors and numbers of machines for BC inference. 
Theorem 8. C(n, BC”‘) c C(1, BCk) if and only if either k 2 HI and I 3 n, or k -=c m 
and 13 n x ( [(m + l)/(k + l)] ). Moreover, C(n, BC’“) = C(Z, BCk ) if and only ifn I= I 
and m = k. 
The following is a consequence of the techniques used above. 
Theorem 9. Git’en integers k I< kz < . l l < k, s m and (1, 12, . . . , I,, 
C(l, BC"')c i C(Zi, BCkt) C3 i I, x(k, +l)~~~z + 1. 
i -1 i -1 
It is interesting to observe that the trade-offs for BC inference between numbers 
of errors and numbers of machines which we obtain here is identical to that obtained 
by Smith [4] for EX inference. However, it appears that this is so for different 
reasons - for EX inference errors of commission can be eliminated, while for BC 
inference it is the errors of omission which can be eliminated. Finally, the 
equivalence between these two trade-offs was not realized until it was observed 
that 1 + [m/(k + l)] = [(m + l)/(k + l)] . 
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